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depost ts made at hi,ghe:r temperatures had mixed ~ t~·ntalum and bee " 
tantalum structures. Transmission electron microscopy revealed that 
the grain morpholo~y varied with the deposition temperature-and chloride 
concentration. In general, the deposj.ted fil~ co!!sisted of-relatively 
. ~ -~--
f-ine and equiaxed grains with no preferred orientation, the largest 
.... 
grains observed being approximately 2µ, in diameter. · The dislocations 
observed were present in numbers characteristic of slightly deformed 
and recrystallized metals. In tire coarse ·grained deposits, straight 
sided dark bands were observed. Single surface trace analysis and 
selected ar.ea electron diffraction -indicated that the bands were due 
· ~,, ~ · to {310} t\lfinning. A possible mechanism for the formation of the 
. ,. 
obs_erved twin bands is presented. 
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In rec~gt years~;· .the.-deposition of· thin met-allic .. ff.lm-s ·has become 
\ • I . . \ .. 
# of increasing illlportance to 1:be -electron~cs and ·space industries. The 
I.. 
\• 
main d~sitiOn pr~cesse:s of interest are evapo;ation, sputtering. and 
more recently chemical vapor depo-s-ition. -
.. 
There are three major chemical vapor deposition processes: dis-
proportionation, pyrolysis .. and reduction. - The latter process is con-
·.· sidered to ·be the most -Important sfnce the reduction reaction generally 
;.,. ' .1 
. takes ·place at a lower temperature, and· can be carried out at atmos-
pheric pressure. For tant,alum, a typical reduction pro~ess would"b~. 
the hydrogen reduction o.f Tac15 at 600°c ~-~~to 1200°c. at atmospheric· 
_pressure. 
-2TaC15 t 5H2 = _ 2T~ i + lOHCl t <~-
., ----·- ··-·· .r;:,.. ___________ , ........ ¥·-·-···-~~----···---·--·-··--·--·· ------·' --- "--~. -··-· 
Sinc
1
~ TaC15 _hydro_lyzes readily, it is -be-st to produce it in situ by 
· the direct chlorination of· tantalu~--metal. 
' f 
---~ .. .,.. 
~. ···~·: ~.,. __ ·---- -
2Ta + 5Cl = 2TaC15 
. .2 
ln pr~ctj.ce, deposition. by hydrogen reduction of a metallic halide is 
. --~-·-·-=--·-- carried out by passing dry hydrogen over 'or through "the halide at· a _ 
,t) 
controlled .temperature and directing· this mixture over a heated· sub-
----- ::_: . -· _ •. _._ ..... .-1'-, ·- ' .. 
,.strate upon which the re-auction rea<;!tion t,akes plac·e. 
. ' ... ,__ - . 
-
, 
-~ . . .. ·: 
\ 
-·· ·--·-- ----------·-···-· -- -· - -----
. '.rhe obje~tive of the WO!'.'):( report~_d here. was to-· study the structure 
. . 




__ c,_£-tantalwn pent~chlori.de at moderate tempera tu.res-~ ~-It --wa-s antici:pated 
' 1 
·_-_ .,:_ __ - --·· 
-. --- ------ ----- - ·-- ----------·--·---·-·-···· 
-·- ... -·-··-····-;: - ----· ·-- --
, ·. that the ob.served structures woul..d·,--s,how interesting growth 't>'henomen~ ' . 
--···--- --- - ·-. -· 
...... ., ........ .1 
' ) 
. -... ~- ~-~ ... --· --.. _ -,----, - 'ciu-e t·o··t;he n~rt~re of. the depos_ition p_rqce·ss. ·ln-,addition' .' .. it was. felt • 
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deposit.ion process might be conduciv.e ~to"'·the fc,rma~, that 'the·· rate of the 
__ ,'.J. 
tion fault · st ruct1ire s simllar to those 
~ 
recently reported in annealed 
tungst~n and-
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:11. -E~eri~~ntal Det~ils and Procedures. _J 





The apparatus used for the hydrogen reduction deposition 
lwn :ts shown schematically in Fig~re 1. -Figures 2 and 3 are photo-
J1f)\\, 
g-raphs o~· the deposition apparatus and the main tube assembly respec..u_. 
ii' 
tively. Figure 4 s_hows the quartz substrate support, tantalum heater 
and a quartz substrate. The 
the heater for clarity. 
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~·- t· pyrex deposition chamber_. · A strip of .005" thick pure tant~lum sheet \,. -------- ... -
-- -





. ·~ ..... 
•·-:· 
........ 
(analysis in Table 4) was formed around the substrate suppo.rt· rod to 1~-.. _______ ~-- •· •• · 
beat· the substrate .. - The substrates were quart~ tubes 2"· x 9/32~! pushe-d i .. 
over the tantalum heater. . - ., 
~ , .. 
• ~ -
Three-way stopcock~ on either end of the apparatus controlled the 
gas~flow, permitting either chloriµe.or hydrogen-flow or evacuation ·. . .. 
of the system by the vacuwn pump. The stopcocks were ·lubricated with 
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cylinder,· flow control b.e'-!.ng achiev.ed by a monel needle valve on the 
regulator outlet. Polyethylene tub-~ng was used for all hydrogen and 
chlorine lines. When the system contained either air or hydrogen, 
- --· - . --~-.....:: '• - . -...,.:.~, .. 
it W~ls evacuated _by a Welsh #1400 mechanical pump. A liquid nitrog.en .-~~· 
cold trap in the pump line protected the.system. from.possible contamina-





---- - .. -- ~---
-... ----~-
I 
tion by pump oil and condensed any residual chlorine before-it reached 
. . -
the pump. ,When the system contained chlorine, ro'1gli evacuation ~a~~ 




· the mechanical pump. 
'.. . .. -:l 
Vacuum,. of approximately 10 mm of ~mercury could 
'• 
· be attained in the system .. _,_ 
I -----· ~- " . 
---
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.··deJ>bsition. ~·The· temp~~tu"re: of ~h~ substrate heater.wa~ measured with.· 
.-
a Pyro Mfcroptical Pyrometer.; ·. __ The pyrometer -was. calibrated by attaching· . -:. ,• 
.. 
a chrome 1-alumel thennoc~uple, to the surface of a· substrate and pas sin~) 
~ ·, 
. ' hydrogen through the deposition assembly _during' the measurements. Sub-
.. 
. . . . . -~ 
- 0 • ., ·. • C - • 0 ••·-· ••.. ' < 
· --.. ··---st-rate surface temperatu~~s of 900 C. could _be attained with this system-. ·--··~------~····· 
I. 
'.) 
A 92 watt heating tape was wrapped around the tantalum penta-, 
chloride chamber to heat the ~ntachloride to the desired temperature •. 
·An iron-constantan thermocouple was placed under the heating· tape to 
monitor the chamber temperature and a Variac autotransformer was used 
.; 
to control the heating tape temperature between room temperature and 
300°C . 
., 
B. Deposition.Procedures \ . 
The glass deposition assembly was cleaned by rinsing with a solu-
. ---
' , . 
.... -tion -·of 20 ml../HF, 40 ml HN0
3 
and 50 ml H2o followed by several rinses 
. 
with deionized water and air drying-~ This cleaning· process was required 
' ' 
'¢:.:. 
to remove the tantalum metal deposited on the walls d~ring high tempera-
ture runs and to remove the surplus TaC15 . 
.I.');,_ 
.The quartz substrates were cleaned in hot Alconox followed· by 
' 1 
-
· repeated rinses . in deionized water. After ~leaning, the su_bst.rat.e .. .".: 
' ' . 
was air dried several minutes, mounted on the_ .a.uh.strata s11ppo.rt-~=--:; ·· '. 
~\:~ ., . 
' \ .. 
heater assembly an~l placed in .the deposition assem~ly. At 'the same 
~itne, a· piece of clean tantalum ~heet · was placed in the cblorination 
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-System iind evacuated to 10-3nun. During the.evaCiiatTOii; .the pyrex --.- .. -~-.-_-_:_·-"·----~--- .··,·:-·· 
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mately. 400 C. to drive off wate·r vapor and Qt.her volatile imp~rities. 
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. --~'° Similarly,· the· \substrate was heate_d 
' . 
:····-- . 0 ·_ . . ' . ·-- . -•-..... · ... '· ' 
to 800 C. w-ith the induction heater . 
i -- -----·····-------·- , . . . 
During the evacuat_:fon ..• the_ c)liorine and hydrogen re~ulators ,w,re ·opened\·. •--- ._ -_·. 




---. ·,=-to purge the supply lines . 





-After· the system had ·.cooled to room ~~mperatu_r~_,. tbe ·vacuum punip 
-
was isolated and chlorine gas admitted. The "_system was flushed with ,;, 
- - - - -
---·--··-----
- - -- - - -- -----
t· . 
-chlorine" for five minutes after which the -induction heat·er was em~ 
ployed to heat the tantalum stock to approximately 300°c •. at which 
. \ : 
\ . ( 
/ ' 
.. ···- --··,, ... -~·-···· ···.:-;.:·-.-:.~::.~ ..... ,..-.... ~..,~·---·--;: ___ . - .. _-___ _J~~-·-·-- . 
temperature the chlorination ·reaction became self-supporting._ The - -- -
'~-
. -··-. ·-,;;: . 
·\Tac1
5 
vapor thus fonned condensed on th'; cool walls. of the chlori~ii.tion 
·-- chamber . - . . ~ 
. ' 
. . -~ --- ---·---
----- ~-------·· 
·--------- --
• i ... 
. . .... 
.. , 
i;----· 
Upon completion of the c-hlo~ination, the .residual chlorine was· -
,, ' 
pumped out· f~rst- ·with a water- aspirator and· the'n with the mechanical 
p_mnp. During this secol)d evacuation, the sub st rat~ was heated to 
I 
approxima.tely -200°c: to. drive o-ff-- any- Tac.15 .which did not condens~_-:·-~n- _ 
•.... ------- ' - '-----·
 .... -----------·---- -~
 
-····· 
'the chlorination chamber. · 
--~~.~ -- -.-·--·--·-- h 
. 
The next stepr was. to admit hydrogen and purge the system for -
' \ 
:several minutes.· Then,- the hydrogen flow was adjusted to the desired 
' ~ \ 
,~ 
" level, th~-- substrate was heated to the deposition temperature,~ and 
/ 
~ 
the chlorination· c·hamber heated rapidly to the desired temperature.. The -• 
. ~eposition then proceeded until all of the TaC15 was consummed. 
.·. 
Upon comp].~tion of the deposition, the system was pumped out with 
/ 
.,. t-he-·vacuum pump._ The substrate temperature was maintained approx~-
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. _, .o ..... ,.). ·\ -,. . . ~--
~--- -- ··---~-_:_:_:_._,.~--··- .- _. _ -~-~~tely 50 C. ,:· higher than .that at which· the_d_eposition had been p~rfo:r:m_~d_,
. _____ ·~--_ _. ~--
-1 ~-
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c_l.J.aµg.ing the temperature -of the depo-si t .. Af~er 'fifteen minutes, t-he -.-.. '.\. .. 
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· induction ·heater was turned off ·and ·the ~ubstrate allowed to cool in -., •" 
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~-~_ci·:vacu~ .io ·room .. ~!emp~r~ture:, 'w:bere~po'n· vacuwn was broken .. wfth ai·r ancf'' . 
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i"',:.. • , 
• 
The hydrogen gas used was Matheson· prep~rified· grade, listed as 
• I 
99. 95% ~ure. , The chlorine was also MatheSpn and was iiSted as 99. 5%- . -~ -. -- ~--c l ~~1 . 
~f 
pure. ·Before using the chlorine .c·ylinder, · it was placed upright· ·and 
a quantity of gas· bled off to reIJ10ve· impurities trapped during filling .. 
4' 
The tantalwn employed ·.as chlorination stock .and used for substrate •. 
.. . .. 
. ...... ~-· 
heaters came ·from the same .005" thick· sheet· of Kawecki Chemical metal-
. . 
lurgical select grade annealed tantalum. According t9 .Kawecki, the / ........ ,.,. 
tantalum was prepared by powder metallurgy'.and electron beam· melting .. 
' 
. 
It was annealed in vacuum at _20_oo0 c·. prior· to shipment. A spectrographic 
' 
analysis of typical sampl .. es ·of this sheet in··.·the condit.-ion used in· 
. 
. 
these experiments :is . s.hown in Tab le' .4 . 
.... 
,,!"•• :-, ~ 
All of the chemicals -used in this !o.rk were of at least reagent ~ . 
quality. 
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The deposition system was -designed ~.o ., control the ga~ flow to 
yield a j:hicknes~ g-radien.t in the deposited foil. ____ !his permitted 
selecting transmission electron micros·copy specimens which did not I ,. 
require. thinrilng. Specimens .. for examination were stripped from. the 
substrate .by·· applying a light ·coat of· Dupont Duco Cement and strip_ping 
. t.his~·~ith· Sc·otch t_~pe or tweezers. .The sa~ples were· removed from_ tb.e~~--- . '·, 
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scope were pfte_n su·:1:~ble-. trans~iss-ioii.~.,sp.ec·imE!fis. -- Kf t·er suitable .-
ii/I .. 
regions of the stripped specimen had been selected, they were cut out· 
' ·) - ;. - - . - .- -
·and placed on electron micros cop~ grids upon which thin ..carhon __ f 11-~-
- .... ·-·-----·· 
. . 
' . ' 
C 
·had been floatedo ·The cement· backing·was then dissolved wit~ acetone -·----- -----~-
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in a soxh-let /extractor. 
- -~- - --- . : 
Thicker ·specimens " ..were removed in the same manner but thinning 
~- - ' 
··:these deposits presented· som~ difficulty. Table 1 s1.1marizes the 
"t 
thinning techniques tried and the degree of success achieved with 
each. Th~ -3 JD'+ 7 HN03 + ··2·H2o·~solution was used to thin the samples 
(' .... " ..... ,, .. 
s~_en· in Figures 12, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, and· 22.· · . ,_ 
·-
E. Methods'of Analysis 
-· .. 
1. X-Ray Diffraction · 
._, c::r e :::::z==::e::c:n 
X-ray diffraction was used to characterize the crystal structure - · 
-_ of a number of films. s.ince the depos...its were quite ductile and could 
- not be powdered r_eadi.ly, ·a General Electric cylindrical X-ray dif-
- -
fraction camera was used with filtered copper radiatio~ .• 
' 
4-,, .. , .. · 
,-, 
2. - Emission Sp·~~trographic Analysis 
····'"\'\' ,1.• .. 'llf,tol' '. . -, 
I ·J·-._ ·- - ~·· 
• ' ,1;_·,J~,"1,,-~. 
,,- ' 
The purity of the tantalum sheet . employed .. in_:~~E:~ .. _experi~ents 
' 
,~-.,,_ .·'Was determined by_ emission ·-spectrographic .analysis. The samp·l-es -
....... 4..__: ·\=·'·/:·~·. l • / ' ! .. ~ 
:· i !:J,,1._, ~ . -· J.\ 
were submitted in two c·onditions,._as received and cleaned ready to 
use .~fqr deposition. Several deposit·ed tantal11m foils were also analyzed · 
with this· technique. Ea-ch deposited film could not be analyzed s,ince 
- .. 
.:.~-- -c.- .... __ ~·---~==~===>; - . --- ·-· .--,:::---··...),__ -=------.·; - --- --------
' 
t 
. I ,. 
C. 
•--·:·'---~..C. ..... ..c.:-: . ._.:.,__,C----·-~-~----C . .: -· the deposit,s: were not heavy ... ~enough to supply sui tab ..l·e samples .. f .. or~., ·•. _ -,., .... _., _____ _, ________ ... , .......  
· - - - ~~----=:.--anal:ys·i·s-~---·The ·dep-os-i ts __ f·or . analysis ·-were made. under normal exp~ri-~=--- --------=-__ __ : __ :_=--~--=-,~=--·--~ 
---~---- .. . . . 
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'~ ''." THINNING 
TABU: 1) 
TECHNIQUE$ :ro{\ TANTAUJM 
101, HF + 
; 
.3b,. HF + 
I 
! 
' SOI BF + 
Electrolyte, 








. Aqueous solutions of·-the above 
e;~ectrolytes 
25 pts. CrOa. (101').+ 25 pts. Ba904 
·+ :10 pts. BF 
381 RP + 701, BH03 
50I 11P + 50ft BR>3 ,. 
2 pts. BP + 5 pts. B2so4 ·+ 2 pts. 
·lm>3 
.3. ·pts. BP + 7· ptsJ. 
i 
' 
-Otber aqueous solutions of the above 


















•: Se.Vere. etching, little! COD'.tl'Ol 
Severe .~tcbtng, little.control 
'. 
Good polish, difficult to control 
f' L Good control,. etching, 
Poor 
Excellent control, ,soae etc~ng 
B:xcellent control, SOiie etching 
I 
Excellent cont~l, severe p1tt·:1ns 
See Note (c) 
Bollman or uniform field methods and modifications of both. 
• \. 
~ .· . 
,. t 
, . i 
'.C'. 
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• ..• efe~nce 
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Tllinning 'by exposing the specimens to corrosive vapors. at room temperature. 
ThE! ion bombardment method appeared .. very prolDising b'1t equipment availabilit·y ~-d not, pel'lllit· 
al full study of the technique. ' i I 
I' 
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3. 'Electron Microscopy 
electron microscopy _samp~es 
.,:,-_•·, 
transmis.sion' 
1 !. ..... IS! 
~~:,,.' ' I '.• 
... ~'. 
... 
on an RCA.EMU 3G microscope using selected area electron diffracti'on 
and f·re .. ld -m-tc·rosc9py·---as- -requ-i-red . 
' Ii . J 
, .... 
brat·io~·s and standards were e~ployed as- required to 
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~II. Experiment~l Re·sults • \ J-· •. 
. --
'""'.A~ Physical Appearance an.d. Cll,aracteristic-s-·of'".J>eposits. 
,. 
\ Thephy·sical appearance· of the dep~sits teri4~d to varywith_tJ)_~ __ de-
., 
') . 
position conditions. - low hydrogen flow rates generally produced dis-
. . 
colored,: uneven ,.f-ilms .. High flow. rates produced even, br~ght metalltc 
,'fl;.r,:- ~ 
: •":"'°' ·./ 
, ..... 
deposits when the chloride concentration was low and. dull,· metallic 
gray deposits wbe.n'°ih~=s:,oncentra_tion was high_. The surface appearance 
,· 
i' 
... -- -·-'· :_.,·.' -···:··~-----o·r-_tte·· thick (high chlbr-ide concentration) .depos_its. was reminisc.ent of 
columnar growth in thick plated deposits. All o,:[ the deposits,· regar_dless 
·. 
of deposition conditions-, had a bright metallic appearance on the sub-
i,,; 
st rate side. . 
. ~The be~vy deposits revealed a granular structure when· studied· by 
.; 
.. transmitted- light at lOOOX. To explain t·hese structur~s, we must 
.. 
. 
_ .. __ .. ___________ con~_ide:r: ___ tWQ ph~nomena. First, there is the poss.ibility ctf prefe_rred · 
------ - ------··-- •·' ---- -- -··-·· ~-----~-~--- --- --- . __ ,. .. __ -----·- ·--
gro~th norma~ to the substrate due to the thermodynamics of the deposi-
0 
tion proc~ss. Tn1-s will ·be ·discussed ,in detail in a later section. 
, . 
. . 
· ..,. :c" . . . ; ,• ....... ' . 7 . 
,, · Sec.9nd, Holland _/ has observed coarse, c.olumnar ev~porate~ deposits when 




the atoms impinge on· the substrate at high angles of· incidene.e (the .. 
angle between the :sub·strate ·normal. and th~ impinging -stream)·::"--~·-·srnce" 
C 
th~ flow ·in .the pre·-sent deposit_ion system was parallel ·to the_JH!bstrate 
and ·the flow r·ate was·· too low to· p-romote much turbulance, it is reason-
~ . . 
••"'-'\ .. ab.~ assume that much of the .vapor impinged at_ a µigh incidence angle_. 
.Thus, the phe~omenon oijs·erved · by Holland coqld well contribute. to the 
'. 
. --· ------·--. --·---- ----
-~surf ~ c e appeararictf of the· heavy deposits. Ag~t:g, thi.s conslaeration 
-· 
-----~-- --------- --~- ----- - - - - ·-- . .. - ·,·-·· . 
• . , · ' . ----·" ·-- -----···--- . ··- ., __ .::.::..:._ ... ······-·.'. .... ~~~-=--·=-=~~--~-=t=----=t=-=-:-::_-,.~·-,----==--·--=;-=:--·--=,...--=='.cc-=_""-~-·---·.-·····~,·,., •.•.• _....-. ----·--··-··;,:t~·-------- ·•-;-·- .. --------- ····- ·'"---:-·---.:.-.-~•----'---~---
·. ·~. · will be disc_u.ss~d in greate,r;tdetail-.in a later ·section-. -- .. 
- . , _, .. .,. ~ . . . 
------
-
-- -- --·- -----~-------- ·-----. 
- ' 
-~----""----'It·-, . ·..- - -·. - - • - . ,_' ' •.• --_ --
' ·""'-
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t'o the aoo-un;t----"~af-ma~eria 1 deposited; there _5_imply was not enough - ------- ---
• I _____ ,-----~----·-·-·· -- !_ 
' . ... . ~ ", 
•. ~...,,,. >~ .•• -
tantalum depo~ited · to permit co]:.umnar growth of any con,seq,uence. ·°'. 
----- ·---- ----•--······ ----------···--·------------------ -------- ------··--- ---------------------···' - -,---- -- -- -- ~-- ------ --·-·- - ·--- -- -- -·- --
The d~posit~Which were thick ·enough to be handled -withouta' 
s~p,port- film were. qul.'te ductile_. - A typical -5· micron thick foil could 
,__., 
be bent 90~· w-ith .tweezers without· brea.king. This indicates;Jthat ·t~e 
-· 
vacuwn bake-out of the deposits was su:fficient to remo.ve most of the -
·hydrogen,. since tanta, lum is very susceptible to hydrogen embri t'tlement . 
B. Crysta 1 .Structure 
X-ray and electron diffraction revealed that all of the· deposited 
'f ~\ • 
films were crystalline. The structures observed· (Table 2) were either· 
'i: 
13 tantalwn8 or bee tantalum + f3 tantalum. The majority O;f the. deposits 
were bee tantalum. with faint traces of f3 tanta-1\llll. Typical measured· 
d-spacings for the mixed·-.. bcc tantalum and S tantalum apd fo·r the -
' . 
pure S tantalum structures a.re list-ed in Table 3. 
'. 
•\ 
. . . . . . . 
_,. ---- - ____ _______.._____~-~· -·--· -•- . 
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\ •• J 
I . 
--
_.., . ..,- ... 
·" 
.. 
ponent of the depo~it • randomly oriented . --The s tantalum component 1S 
" 
-
-~ was either randomly oriented or showed an extremely weak preferred 
-.~ :-. ~ .~ 
orientation. ~/ r----~ 
/ 
Two . depo·si ts-,- macle_·-under -completely different·· experimen·fai con; ----- ___ ...... __ .. ________  
-
ditions were· found to have a randomly oriented fc;c .structure w.ith 
I 
· lattic.e constant a0 _;: 4 .43 i. 7'he observed d values are listed in 
------
' 
Table 3 ·together with fhose reportecf for Tad·-and for a reeeµtly observed 
•---·- I 
' . -
nitride of tantal-WJ\ .,? Fi1i'iire. 5 shows a transmiss-ion photomicrograph o.f . 
- ' ! 
----------·""""-------------·- ---~-----,---.. ·--·--- ..... ________ - ·------ - - ·-- ----- --- ---- ___ :__-- -----
• · __ .' j - j -...:-·"-·,-·,..,.,...,. •• _ 
·- ·--_-;- -·-·-----· a sample of .... this f~.£,. materj.~_l t-ogether witn.--an electron diffraction 
. •·· 
-- - .... ······-· .... , 
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Observed Crystal Structures 
;. 
·, 
st·ructure · Determined By: 
Electron 
Piffraction 
~ + ·be·c Ta 
fee 
~ Ta 
~ + bee Ta· 
~ ·+· -bee Ta 








·Jj + bee Ta 
a + bee Ta 
a Ta 
a + bee Ta 
a. + bee Ta 
~-
+ . bee Ta 
e· + bee Ta 
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Spacings· of Observed 
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Determined by X-ray diffraction 
\· 
Determined by· electron diffractio·n. 
2.573 
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patt·ern . __fr9~ the same··cregi.,on . Note th~ extremely .firie grain size 
. evident- in both the structure and diffraction photographs. / 
Emission Spectrograph Analysis 
The results. of this an~_lysis are tabulated in Table 4~ From this 
, I 
•, 
an~lysis;, it appea.-rs that both Si and.JJb ·are ma:jor impurities, however, 
t·his is ·not -necess~rily the .. caJ;e. -The deposits can strip quartz from \ 
the substrate in sufficient quantity tq give a strong silicon trace 
spectrographic analysis. One sample, 24-F was large· enough to. permit 
·{o,,,,,,,. 
aetec.tion of Zr which was also present in quantity in the quartz. 
This fact, combined iith the occasional observation of flakes of quartz \ . 
. 
. ,, \ 
on stripped samples is sufficient to discount th·e v.e.r..y .high ..... conc.entr_a--__ . ·------~-~ 




planations -for the high lead concentration observed. First, the 
- --













-- ·--·---- -- - ---·-·-
--- -·-·-·-. 
I 
· with a· lead washer when the tank was used prior to these experiments. 
! 











· deposition ·system. A second and· more probable explanat-ioil is that the 
crucibles used in the spectrographic analysis were heavily contaminated 
.,,, 
' . 
with lead several months prior -to the present analysis. Blank runs 
perfonned with these crucibles revealed lead pick up as high as 1000 
- I 
------· ;.:, 
ppm. There_fore, it is very possible that m\}ch if not all of the lead 
' 
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50· · < ' 
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100 
(a) ~alyzed for but not detected: As',"Ba, Be, Bi-, 
Cd , Co , Cr, Na , Sb, Sn·, V , W, Zn. 
(b) As received. 
(c) Etched in HF, :HN03 , ready for use. 
''(d) 
\ .. , 
1000 ppm was the limit of· detecti·on:. for Nb in this 
sample. 
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the effect of deposition parameters. on grain size, several interesting 
. 
. . ' ' phenomena were observed. I~ wa~ found that ~nder the depositi~n con-
di tions employed,. the .. concentration of chlori-de vapor in the hydrogen ·· 
-
stream had .a · definite e~fect on gra~.~ structure as ·did deposition 
temperature . Increasing · the substrate temperature increased the ave·r-
'·! •• 
age grai~-,~ size as' would be expected. IO An· increase in the -chloride 
content of the hydrogen · also. "tended to increase the grain size . . · 
Figures 6 ·and 7 are examples of the observed change in grain size 
with concentration. 
' . 
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_Foil __ deposited at 100°c with low 
·· chloride concentration (31,000 .X). 
- .. , .. 
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~igure 7. Foil deposited, at 700°c with high 
chloride concentration. Typical 
lacework structure 'produced under 
these conditions (23 ,000 X). 
Changes in deposition _conditions also change the apparent form of ·. 
grain growth in the deposit. The preliminary experiments in this 
stutly were performed in a deposition system in ··' which the vapor flow 
----------
was normal to t -he -substr-ate·. * In each s-ample~ ma-de- tn·-th'is- -system-, the··· 
" 
grains were approxlmately equiaxed and appeared to have been produced 
by uniform nucleation and growth. On the other hand, the flow in the 
depo~ition systems used for the -majority of the experiments was almost 
, parallel to the substrate. · This condition __ ~ended to produce lacework 
• grain structure (Figure 7) and ·grains with boundaries at various 
~: 
angles to the substra.te ·(Figure 8) as contrasted to ·a sampl~ formed wi·th 
\ 
' the vap<;>r stream normal to the substrate ____ (Figure 16) in which the -
. ' 
. . -...-,..,.. ~···-





*Only a few runs were made with this. system due to the long cycle 
times involved. · . .l 
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Figure · 8~ Example of foils deposited at a 
high incidence angle. Deposited 
at 750°c. '(40,000 X) 
... ., 
. .. 
'I ·. ,, 
. \ 
/ 
system also yielded deposits which had greater thickne-ss variation as 
evi~enced by the fringe_ patterns and contrast effects in Figure 8. 
,, 
· · In air attempt to clarify the growth process which was occuring, 
' 
the sequence in Figures 9 - 12 was taken by traversing from the edge 
of a - ~~~ip~~d film towards the interior. Figure 12 shows· the results 
of chemical polishing on a 5 µ thick section of the same ·sample. The 
g~ains in Figure 13 were formed at ,a ., higher temperature and higher 
. 
concentration. than those seen -in Figure 11~ Note- the facets on the 
. -···~ 





. was taken of the area in Figure, 13. "' The pattern indicates that the / ' ' 
-~eglon-'\Xnde.r observation wa.s very coarse grained, or in other words the 
' 
-·particles in the structure· photographs· are probably individual grains. 
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The edge of a stripped sample. T.he 
large central· void probably contained 
' ' grains which were 1lost during · mount-
ing (23,000 X) • 
-- - ·.----~-- ~- - -- -
-Graia~-.s-truct-uFe---observe<i :· at-·a ,point '"· -
adjacent to Figure 9 _(23 ,OOQ.· X) • . figure-~· 10 . 
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A point in 
is furt·her 
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9 which the foil in Figure 




The -resu-it- of chemical -polishing on a 
5 µ t~ick section of the ~am~_ sample 
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The grain 
deposition 
structure resulting from 
I 
at very high chloride con-
temperature centration (deposition 
800°C) (8,000 X). 
, 
. -" 
Electron di~f~ction of the fegion seen 
13. The diff.use rings are due 
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The foils were characterized by a relativ.e free'dom from complex 
·t · disloc_ation structures. Although conditions rarely permitted observa-
.~r . , 
_,.,.,-
-
tion of the samples at magnifications greater than 50, OOOx,. inspec~ion 
. ' 
.... ·······------· -· ····--·. ---· .... --·--·~---···- ----···'1"-· ••. 
of the. many photographs taken did not reveal definite examples ·of the 





dislocation tangles and· networks _which. have ~ome ~to be associated· w_i th· 
, · 11,12· 
deformed and recovered or annealed tantalum.· It is on this ·basis-
that it is" felt that the foils were only mildly deformed during depo-
f" 
sition and handlin~~- . . I 
Although dislocation tangl~s· and networks were not observed, 
ipdividual dislocations could be seen. Using fhe technique described 
.by Keh and Weissman13 the disl~cation density in· several ~amples was 
determined to be approximately 1011 cm-2 (based on a film thickne·ss of 
... 
0 
350 A). This estimate will be lower than the actual density since a,. 
. . -tilt stage was not employed to bring additional dislocation~:into 
----------.. ---- ~---- ... -·--· .. -· . . -r · .... ·. -·,·-··-- ---·· 
contrast. 
. ' 
Many of the grains contained small dark spots, which frequently· 
.~- . 
. j 
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could ··be resolved into di'slocation loops. The spots which could not· 
' '· 
be resolved could be due to either impurity partic~es or·extremely 
small dislocation loops. T-he dis_location loops were pro);>ably formed 
., . ~ 




Figures 15 ,sand 16 illustrate the dislocation structures observed . 
Note the dislocation lines, unres·olved spots and dislocati~n loops. 
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,. ~- .. 
Typical dislocation structures. The 
features at A and B are possible..:-ex-
• 
tended nodes or stacking faults (25,000 X) 
Typical dislocation structures 
(25,000 X) . . \ 
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/ 
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-- -· .• -. ···\ _._ ·• .',,·e:1,; .. ·-·- --
" . " 
---------- ;---<' 
. ·' 
\ -\l . 
: ... , 
' ' ·~ . could be oHserved· but· could ~n6t · )>e· resolved so it is. orrly poss:ib"le, to ,1 • 
" . - I 
. speculate as :-to whether they are due·· to: ~tacking faults ·or impurity 
•" . . ' 
··effects. Keh and W~issman13 \ have ··reported similar features· w,hich tfiey _ ·
_______ . _____ J _____________ . _ .... were able .to attribute to staek:ing faults in· annealed niobium .. Other 
.. 
- --~----·--·--, =· ..... ·.~-- - ~ - -·--- -- -
· · _____ :·---~------f·eatures ·. of this ph9tograph are the straight sided dark .. ,. bands in 
.. ~· 
- ... . - . ' ., ' ·--
,j ~-. ·:-
several grains. - These bands could be observed in some sapiples which 
• \. I • 
c.ontained large grains (> 1 µ,) and were thin ~nough to be transparent 
. ' 
I • . . • •--~·, •. -·. 
to the electron beam. ' I 
, L ii> 
3 ~ · Band Structure 
--The dark· bands mentioned in the last section appeared i·n approx- . 
ima.'tely 10% ·of the grains in one sample. By changi.ng the illumination 
' 'I !'I\{ /1/ 1v, -in the microscope, it was possible to verify that these bands were due 
I • '- ' I ' - ~ • , ( 1 . I • . { r \ , , , , " " , 1 , 
· to crystallographic featur.es rather than thickness variation .. or bending 
- - -- -
:.1 I . . i.· • • 
, ·.-of· samples·~----·A·1·though·-similar·.-15ands could be observed in several 
samples, those bands present in one of the coarse grained samples were 
. 
pa,rticularly well· suited to .. ~nalysis by single surf-ace trace ana-lysfs , 
-----~-----~---~ t ____ - --·-· 
,·'-· ... 
- -- ----· ·- -·----
--. 
.. .)-















.,· . .-«: . .... ___ · ..,-- -----1~ ' __ 
' 
- _I .. --_, ___ -•--·----- ·- ---- -- ·--
-
are , pres~nted in Table 5. The maximUIJl error which. could be attributed 
to «experimentai pro~edure was taken as 6°. E.or· the initial steps in 
the ·analysis, the bands- were evaluated wfth respect to [ 112} and f 310} 
.• 
twinning possibilities and: using .the·-60 error criteria, it was possib.le 
to di ff e.rentia te · between these two for many of\ the samples. When both 
u \ 
~ypes -of .twinn1Iig f.ell within ·the 6° criteria, ·the selection was based· -
... 
\• . 
on foil thickness. In this manner it was possible_ to eliminate {·112} 
I . 
.. ----·-·-·: -·---.""-···-,-
twinnfing as .a source of the '.band structures. · Calculations based on.· J 
\ 
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[ ~ 53 /i , .. 4 7] 
[ 1. 42 , . 15 ; . 42] 
[ . 66 , . 34 , 1] 
[ . 32 , T , . 69] · 
[. 22·, .78., 1] 
[ 1, 1. 2 J. ~1--·' -
. ; 
[1,1,.45] 
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~ ~ . ,. - '" 
(031) 
(112) 
' ............. .. 
,_ 
------- ·. ----·--· -- ------·-·-·---··' 
~" 
(a) The diffraction patterns in these examples contained a spot 
which was related to the an~lyzed grain by dark field 
techniques. 
··(b) The selection. of; this plane was· based- oq foil thickness 
-cons id era tions·:j I, 
(c) Observed in a diffe.rent sample than the preceeding examples. --- -
' \ 
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. . i. ' ·• ' 
. ,.. . I 
. : ·. . . . .... , 
~ . .. -. . ·f1 -', -
. ' - .. ~ {~310} ·p1a~e1~ intersecting the · foil· $u-rface. y-ielde~ foil thicknesses. of'.· .... ·-----~ __ 
0 --~ o: . ., .. '.. : 
..... 180 A· to 580 A with an average · of 350 A. 0 
.:. ·.~. 
For comparison, Table 5 includes the error angles· associated ·with · 




tion pattern, o·n which the anaiy~.is w·as. b~sed was verified by dark 
field te.c;hni·ques, this is indicated in _the table·. 
To summarize the results of.this analysis, the results are plotted 
:· r .... 
on the· (111) stereographic projection in Figure 17. The plot was made 
by findi-ng a·-permutation of the trace-- direction fractional 'indices 
.1.,.:... -
·- - ---------~---
·which yielded a minimum §Calar product with [310] and plotting these 
·.-: 1,• ·: 
for each e_xarnple. The closest { 112} pole is also plotted on the pro-
jection for comparison purposes. 
Examples of the band structures observed can be seen in · the elect·ron 
··_photornicrographs in Figures 1s~22. Included in Figures 19 and .20 are 
the selected area diffraction patte.rns which were used in the -single 
' . 
·--· 
surface trace analysis of these examples. The indexing .shown on the 
I ! . 
I • l . 
I 
' l ' 
. l . 
" ' \ ~ 
Ii 
'I . diffraction photographs is that used in the analysis tabulated in ' :1 . 
- ,. ;i 
J . 
~· 
--'-,----'---"''----~---- - - -- - - ---~--------- ·-- - -- - ------------ - - ------------· -- - .... ... 
- ·-- .------ -- ··--··-··· --Table 5. The direction T corresponds to the band trace after rotation 
·---·· __ 1 
' i 
., 
to co·rnpensate· for the .rotation of the electron beam. 
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Figure 18a • 





Low magnification view of 
a twinned sample. 
,/ 
":-; ... 
Elect.:ron diffraction of 
the ·structure in Figure 
18a ( 100KV.) . 
.. , 
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Figure 19a. Wide twin band with fringes at 
each edge. · Foil nonnal is [Il3]. 




Figure -19b. Electron diffraction of twinned 
grain in Figure 19a (lOOKV). 
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Three twins in one grain (note the 
fringe pattenis in each band). 
Foil normal is [Ill]. (30,000 X) 
Selected area. ·electron diffraction · 
pat-tern of twinned gra-in in Figure 
20~. · (lOOKV) 
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Figure 21. Fringes in very small grain. . (30,000 X) 
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. ' IV. Discussion • l •• ./' , . ~ \ \ ... ..IJ ' 
- Although the grain growth· phenome~~n reported· here· probably wou~ld 
- . ;" . \ 
no~. have been predicted from the 11 terature, in retros·pect, it is possi-
ble to correlate many of the observations with current theories. Hirth14 . 
.. 
""'"· · recently reported- the results of a theoretical analysis of the thermo--
dynamics of chemi~al vaJ,or de·posi tion. His analys-is of an e.ndothermic 
··· deposition. reaction (such as the. hydrc,gen reduction of tant'alum pen ta-
----·.....,._-,.:r. __ _-_ .. _ ...•.. -.J 
chloride) indicates that columnar growt·h could be preferred over grain 
.# ·- ••• -· - ....... -~·.:·:_·;:. ___ ._. ···-•'· _, .... --· ' 
growth parallel to the substrate .. This is particularly true for low 
... ,.substrate temperatures where the surface mobili~y of the atoms· is low. 
Birth's theory combined with aolland•s observations of the columnar 
growth of films at high vapor incidence angles mentioned earlier con-
., 
firms the growth mechanisms observed experim~n~ally ._ Also, the poor 
chemical and electropolishing behavior of the foils indicates that the 
-
---- - - ' 
co.lumnar. growth effects observed by Holland were operating. The sequence 
j 
of electron photomicrographs (Figures 9 - 12)·· shows a correlation between 
'· 
the form of t~e initial deposit and the preferenti-a·l -attack·-which occured 
·during polishing from bulk· foi 1; Th~ che-mical attack appears to have 
proceeded very. rapidly at a few points and very slowly on the ··rest of 
'the foi 1. After ini.tial perforation the attack proce~~ed· radially with·-
the re'sul ting circular patterns seen tn Figure 12. · Other samples 
appeared to have perf o~a ted· a~ong grain . boundaries rather th'an at iso-
.. ____________ . ···-
1 at ed ·points. Thus, the foils must contain regions at or near some· of· 
.· ./c 
<:':~,.' 


























' ! i ... c 
I. 
the grain boundaries which have very high energy and so are attacked 
. .:..- °'_....·-r•. 
__ ·- ·-·.~-- ·~··:_ .. _,,_ more rapidly than the bulk of the material·. 
\· ___ .~]; 
... . . . ~ ,• , 
': .-· 
; 
Votds· at the grain-,,··bound-..;. : 
. ·-~- . . ·. - -- . ·----- . . . --· 7---I ........ · .. __ ... _.. • .. 
' I 
. - ·- ·- ·-· 
... ···-·--· ···-·--·-.-·--'--·----·--- . . '"7.7'"-·--·----·~--·------;..-
-,. 
- · arie·s could produce the- .same effect. _ . ~ --.. . ----,-
. ;~- .. 
. l • ., . t•' .. 
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Pos·sible __ ,sources of voids. and bigh energy zones are gases entrap-
. '/ . . ' 
I ,. ;l• • 
.. ·. . . . 15·-
ped during deposition and incomplete "filling" o·f the· vegion between 
.'columnar gra~ns due to deposition .~t high· vapor incidence angles as 
. Holland16 demonstrated~ ·Voids· at the grain boundaries due to entrap-
., 
pe·d gases could range from individual vacan9ies to clusters of vacancies 
. ' 
_distributed along the grain boundaries. 
I • 
. I 
A suff i·cient· number of such · 
• •• 
voids could increase the· gra':Ln boundary energy to suc.h an extent that . 
. ~- . 
the chemical attack procee
1
deq very rapidly at the boundaries, resulting 
•. 
. . in ear 1 y per for~ t ion-. . ln- addition to---i-ne-:r·e·a-si-ng--t·h·e .. ··g-rai:n·····b·o·un·dary ..... -~----=·-··-···---.. -:,..... · 
:, 








on the ,grain size than would be expected from the lit-erature. Genera~ly, 
temperature· is considered to be the major factor controlling grain size 
10 
_in this process. ~ •.. In the present· ·work, in an attempt to acni_,e·ve. very.,, 
- ·1 
· high deposition rates at lower temperatures, chloride concentrations 
1' .... ., 
,,,,,, · '". 17 
approac·hing those used for whisker growth :··±n other metals were employ~d. , · 
< 
~ ... , .. , , .... -- .,, ... ",· .. . _,,.,,.·--rj 
In connection with a high chloride concentration is the design. of: the 
chloride and hydrogen mixing chamber. In order to get t}le chl~:rfcie~ 
: .. 
t.o operating temperature, th~. chamber had to be externally heated 
... 
. . .r ! 
Q. . 
. ..:,.._ ...• · ..... ---
and .. thus, there was a shqrt perio..d in which the substrate was hot and 
the hydrogen. ~as flowing but the chloride was ·not up to·J operati~1f/· 
/ 11 •. ,, ...r. 
temperature •. This means that for·.a: shor1= interval, ·some tantalum was· 
~ ' -· • .. 
being deposited 1at.a rel~tively low rate. 
' . 
-- - --------------c.-. -~ --
Under suit'able ·conditions,. ..,.-·· 
:____;__ __ .• , 
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which subsequently large grains would form.· ' I_n ·a~dit-ion ,· a 
I • •. 
nucleated grain received heat by radiation as. wel_l as by_ ._conduction· 
I. 
, .· ___ . throug~ tl;le substrate, resulting· in· the grQwing grains being·. hotter-
\ 
. - - .... ,..,_ -~ - .• .. ·- .. · .· ' .. -. ' - . ' - . - .. --·- - -- - -- -
·t-han the substrate and thus, preferred sites for deposit~on.· Figure 
13 shows the result of dePQsiting at re·lat-ively _high temperature and 
-~---~~----. --~ . --
. . 








with very high ~hloride coricentration. 
<. 
It appears that in addition to the ef.fect of temperature. on grain 
~ 
' 
size and growt-h, other factors are operating. Whether chloride concen-
- -trafion actually is a significant faeto_r is a matter. of conje_cture • 
. ·-- . . . . . \\. ' . 
As -was just shown, the possibi.li:ty of prenuclea·t_ion.due· ·to- ·mixing cham-
·-.---· ._ .... T· 
ber design and operation could magnify the eif;,~,,ct,.,;of. .. chloride concen- ·· 
tration.· In addition to the chloride concentration and concentration 
v.artation effects already, discus·se_d, their relation to columnar growth. 
at high vapor incidence angles is difficult to fully exp·Iafn with ex-
.' 'l,,· 
isting, theories. Bre.nn'.er20 report·ed', that the gr~,~t-h of iron. Whi'sker:s 
.. ' "' . 
·' . 
by_ reduction of FeC12 was affected by the_partit;1'~ pre·ssure '<>f hydrogen •. 
\ 
Decreasing the partial pressure of hyd-rogel?, (i.e., incr.ease the chloride 
. . . 
--- --- ---· -------· ----
concentratio_n). decreased t-he diameter of the .whiske·rs. The· extreme 
" 
example of this. is growth of th~ whiskers only at the tips-. 
~-::; 
This could 
' .. . I . be considered the u·--Itimate in columnar growth. 
• l . . • • ,.. • } 
' 
r 
The banded structures found 1n several samples have been- shown ·to· 
·\ .--·-
'·1..J, • ..._ 
· · 21 
Segall . ·be due to crystallogra.phic. features lying on {310} p.lane·s. 
' f;, 
--obse·rve·d a __ numb_e_r_ __ o_f_ __ examples of f310} twinning ~n cold -~~ked -and 
·····-· I 
annealed. niobium. Other authors. _ nave. reported defcrnnation_.twinn-ing- in 
lliribium22 and tantalwn23 ai 77°K. und~r impaGt defo~tion. In each 
. - . ' . . . l'lll ; 
·····- - . -- -~~ ·- .. -- .. ----·---···-·-·--·~· ----... ~-· ~·-·--- - ·--·- - . -,. . 
--'·."-'" •. 
. .. . .. 
~ase, as wit~· deformation t;wins ·-1n--~·iron, the _-compositipn plane of 
,. 
;r-- ..... - .·. 
. •.. 1 
·,j· 
. . '-, ~ .. 
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.. ',, ,, 
.;. . . ' 
. . •: -+ 
the· twins· wa·s . found to be { 112} ·. However, recently (310) deformation- . 
' .•' \ . 
· ·---··-- - ·- · 2,4 
twins were reported in bee Fe-Be alloys. -
• • 
~ ~ 
\ llany of the dark b'1nc1S -observed were very na·rrow and their interna.1 
___ s.tructure could not be resolved. ~owever.., a number were wide enough. to 
/:.. 
pe.rmi t reso.lution of internal ·frtnges such as in Figure 20. 
" . ' - - . ' --· '·; - . --- - ----- ---- - ---- ----- -- . -----------------------·-----·-;-·---·----·--------·-··--·--··--·-
The wtder 
·- - ------------··--·-----·-----~---
. bands (Figure 19) had a ~haracteristic pattern of groups. of parallel 
fringe·s at_ the ~dges similar to those observed in some deformation twins 
,,fl, "fJ 
by Rull. ~5 
.Dark field. techniques applied to a number of .examples confirmed 
that the structure on either side of the dark bands · had the same orien-
, 
t·ation... This was. lalso true of the banded g.rain shown in Figu_re 20 which 
·-:,· 
has three parallel bands· separated by material with the same orientation 
. -
as the matrix. It was a~so possible to verify that the structure in 
. the ·interior of the wider bands had· a different orientatibn than the 
matrix. 
As can be seen from the foregoing di~cussion, the bands are quite 
probably .(310} twin bands although the possibility of plates of impur-
i ties causing stmi lar fringe effects and bands as suggested by Whelan. 
and Hirtb 26 must not be overlooked.· However, there does not appear to 
be a .. suitable explanation for impurities .se~regating on {3,10] planes 
·_.:,exclusively and in the following discussion, mechanisms w,hich could 
.... ~- . 
produce twin bands will be considered. 
' 
. "21- . ,.. 






·------· --···-·energy· of: .. the twin boundaries and thus permitting the ready formation-_ 
t . . ' 
i'-~ . 
.• ,..#· • ' .. ·.: C'."''"' .... ~ of twins in niobium.. This effect may well be operating here· 'since the 
. . . 
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, s··ample. with ~the highest. density· of_ banded ·structures· ·also had, the 
.. 
highest metallic im~_uri ty level. (~xc-luding the reported lead and silicon 
' . . :,-
content). Although it wa~ not possible to perform suitable analys~$ 
for the ·,,nonmetal lies, it was very probable· ·tha·t· nonmetallic i,npuri ti~s 
, 
were also present in quantity. 
.,, 
- I 
. . . 
. \ 
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!,_ ... _ . 
.. tantalum preclude the possibility that these' ·bands are true annealing 
_twins. A typical annealing treatment for tantalum· cold reduced 2.0% is 
. . 27 
heating to 1200°c. for· 1 hour. To produce small single crystals of 
tantalum by the str_ain - anneal technique-requires temperatures of 
-
o · o· · . · 28 - ·1 
.1800 C. - 2200 C. and long treatment times .. ---By-contrast, the deposits 
studied here were at temperatures between soo0 c. and 900°c. for a maxi-
mum of 20 minutes. 
The source of the observed twin structures probably lies.in a 
· combination of impurity effects and the high deposition rates possi_'t:>le 
with chemical vapor deposit!on. Hirth29 stated that high·depositioti 
rates would produce more structural faults than low rates. Bre~ner~o 
~ -· 
has noted· that _hfgh supersaturations of the condensing species when 
growing CdS crystals lead to a signiffcant increase in the nuc.leation 
of incoherent laye---rs .. ·The occurrence- of a similar _phenomen_on in depo-
,;; 
sition by a reduction reaction could result in noncoherent zones in a 
growing grain whfch if. the energy of f o ,rmation of .a· twin were low 
- ··········· ·- ' - enougli could filke UP iw~i.nt1ect or:tentat1oll: - I:f tbt.s·· ''tWinning transform_. 
I - . ft . : . - • 
atton · were to occur after. the matrix had grown around the noncoherent 
' I . . ; 
·,_ -
. - :" ····'-'.;-0 :~ -.-_ -,: .• -,·-. 
·zone, the zone could conceivably be forced_ to as.sume a twinned ori_en-
• ,!:'" t 
' . 
' ~ -.' 
•'. 
:!"' -- ·.: .-..... 
,, 
·,- - . -~ 
:---J:..· 
.I 
.. : . 
,~-·.·.· .. 
tatton and produce the bands observed. . .. ' -
-~ 
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·Conclusions.'° . 
The results o-f :. this 'stU:dy may~be summarize·d as· .follows: -. 
. . 
·. ',' 
1·., The tantalum films -deposited on amorphous substrates by the 
0 .. 
hydrogen reduction of tantalum pentachloride between 550 -C •. 
/ and 85a°C. were polycrystalline and ductile. .. ""::' " '' 
2. 
o· 
The films were either f3 tantalum when deposited at· 550 C 
or·mtxtures of a.tantalum and bcc·tantalumwhen deposited 
at higher temperatures. Neither the bee tantalum or the 
a tantalum h~d significant preferred orientation. 
. ' 
3. Both deposition temperature and\chloride concentration 'in the 
'"·"· / 
hydr<?gen stream affect grain size. When depositing w_ith 
high chlorine concentrations, variations. in the concentration 
' ·. 
during the initial stages of deposition can a}.ter subsequent 
4,., 
! Ci .. 
grain morphology. 
..._ .. 
4. Deposition at high. vapor· incidence angles tends to promote 
5. 
. ,,, .. ,· 
· colwnnar growth at the expense of growth parallel to t·he 
.substrate. This produces deposits with voids at the grain. 
boundaries and results in foils with poor ·chemical polishing· 
. and electropolishing characteristics. 
..,.,. · . 
. 11 -2 
A ·dislocation density of 10 · cm was observed in addition 
' . 
f to numerous dislocation fooPs. Dislocation networks and 
-





' . . -: 
tangles we,re not observed indicating that t·he ·foils hacf not,---·-·'---~--------:-·- -··: ·• 
-. 
• I) 
been severely defQrmed dur1ing deposition and\ subsequent -
. ' 
- -,- ·--· .. _ ..._ __ _._ ' •. ---








. ' ; The results of___singie surface trace .analysis and sele(!te,p 
.. ' 
' ... ,. 
'i,. 
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area electron diffract:i.Qn indicated that the bands 
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S\1g1estio~s. for Fu~ther- ~tudy 
The results· of the experimental .. 'WOrk presented he-re· ha·ve·· revealed 
. ~ ~ 
· several areas for furthe.r investigation., of the. characteristics of 
\ 
c;hemical vapor deposited tantalum-.-;·------------------.---~_-\ 
1 . 
.. ,,. 
11. ""'Format ion of (, Tantall.Dll 
-
The fo~ation of a tantalum by chemical deposition was not 
studied in this work. A detailed study of this phenomenon in 
relation to deposition param_~ters and deposit .morphology could 
l 
' ' 
. _ ~- . , ._ yield much needed infonnation. 
_/ 
2. Grain Morphology · ....... , .... ~..r 
Insi·ght into the nature of grain formation and growth could 
be obtained by_ a study of the vapor incidence. angle and chloride 
. 
concentration effect~ observed .in this work. Such- a study could 
be implemented by t~e use of replica techniques to observe the 
effect of incidence angle, chloride concentration and p-renucleation. 
,-i), <. ' 
3. Twin Band Formation 
A study of impurity levels and deposition rates versus 
•i,J 
,., 
twin band density would be very helpful in obtaining qqantitative 
infohnation on twin band formation. Also, the relation between 
the presence of ~ tantalum and twinning in the same samples 
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